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Welcome to the 3rd edition of the 2008 Newsletters. We want to thank the Board members who
have provided information for circulation.
President’s Report – Philip Welch
Good news is in short supply. The pension indexation shortfall continues unabated and ignored
by the University Administration. The grievance arbitration on this matter, launched by the DFA
and the ADRP, although delayed, is now scheduled to take place in December 2008 and/or
January 2009.
There is no question that this grievance is most important—the University Administration cannot
be permitted to indulge in unilateral de facto rewriting the Dalhousie Pension Plan to suit its own
interest. It is important to recognize, however, that even if the grievance is upheld, the likelihood
of any early remediation of the pension indexation shortfall is slim.
Our best chance of success in this matter is through our own actions—both collective and
individual. The ADRP Laidlaw Sub-Committee has put out an excellent resume of the
background story (included elsewhere in this Newsletter). We hope this will answer any
questions of fact for our readers. It is now up to ADRP members to exercise public pressure on
the Administration. The Laidlaw Sub-Committee is now working on laddered strategies to
influence the University Administration in this matter.
If there is any doubt as to whether public pressure can ever achieve anything, consider the recent
admission of Elizabeth May to the Federal Leaders Election Debate.
In considering the impact of public opinion, the University Vice President External, Mr. Floyd
Dykeman, has recently written to a number of financial donors to Dalhousie, loudly singing the
praises of Dalhousie’s financial resources, commenting on the impressive size of the University
Endowment Fund, the absence of any unfunded debt, and the achievement of a balanced budget
for the last two decades. (A copy of his letter was not sent to the ADRP, although the RTF
Trustees annually ensure that an unsolicited and involuntary de facto loan of RTF pension
monies is provided for the University to defray its needed payments to amortize the University’s
deficit on its employees pension fund, thereby saving the University about $4 M/year, every
year.)
Mr. Dykeman goes on to tell us, should we have any doubts, “[Dalhousie’s] achievements are a
testament to our commitment to fiscal responsibility.” The testamentary list of fiscal
responsibilities clearly does not include Dalhousie Retirees and Pensioners.

With regard to the University Blue Cross Plan, it is now clear that the premiums paid by retirees
are grossly excessive. For example, a single retiree currently pays $48.88/month for basic health
coverage. This does NOT include travel health coverage or drug plan coverage. The premium
contributed to Blue Cross on behalf of a single regular Dalhousie employee is currently $45.22,
thus $3.66 LESS than the single retiree, AND the regular employee also has travel health
benefit AND drug plan coverage (drug plan payments account for about 70% of the total Blue
Cross Plan expenditures).
I have written to the Chair of the University Benefits Committee, Ms. Carolyn Sisley, on the
24th of June, (with copies to all members of the Committee) to protest the situation. The
Committee, with the University, has the authority to fix the premiums. As of this date, I still
await a reply or acknowledgement of my letter.
I have now also written to the Chair of the Board of Governors Human Resources Committee,
Ms. Nancy McCready-Williams, including a copy of the Sisley letter, on the 19th of August, and
asked to meet with her to discuss this issue. To date, I still await a reply, however, there was
acknowledgement of receipt on September 5th.
In a further attempt to try to obtain some fairness for Blue Cross retiree members, I am now
trying to bring to the attention of the University Benefits Committee (on which the ADRP has
been repeatedly denied representation), a proposal to provide drug and travel coverage to
retirees, if they pay the same premium as is contributed by and on behalf of regular
employees. (This would entail a slight increase of about $15/month in the premium for retiree
family Blue Cross members, but would also allow them to resign from the Provincial Senior’s
Pharmacare program, thus saving them at least $400/year.)
Any ADRP member who wishes to express his/her views on this matter to the Chair of the
University Benefits Committee, may wish to contact Ms. Carolyn Sisley, her phone number is
473-3868, email carolyn.sisley@dal.ca.
A regular Dalhousie employee who is a fan of JK Rowling may sometimes idly wish that they
could get hold of a Harry Potter invisibility cloak. I think I should tell them not to spend time
searching for one—or even wishing for one—it will be automatically provided at the time of
retirement.
For retirees who are becoming irritated by their invisibility, I recommend that they start taking
some action to indicate their concerns, and suggest that they start with the simple questionnaire,
which follows the “Our Story” item in this newsletter. We need to hear from you.
The Laidlaw Ad Hoc Sub-Committee on Pension Indexation – Toni Laidlaw
This ADRP Sub-Committee was established by the ADRP Board, in recognition of a motion
brought forward at the December ADRP General Meeting. The mandate of the Sub-Committee
is to consider potential actions or courses of action that the ADRP executive or its members
might pursue that would offer a reasonable prospect of overcoming the pension shortfall and
improving the level of indexation of Dalhousie pensions. This Sub-Committee, consisting of

John Barry (Secretary), William H. Charles, D. J. Wallace Geldart, Paul B. Huber, Toni Laidlaw
(Chair) and Gilbert R. Winham, met seven times over the course of the summer. During this
time, we received a number of suggestions from ADRP members as to possible tactics and
strategies that the membership and executive might undertake to convince the University and
pension fund trustees to make up the pension shortfall. We are planning ongoing discussions to
consider and refine these suggestions.
The primary focus of the first seven meetings, however, was to develop for ADRP members a
clear, concise and detailed picture of the events leading up to the indexation shortfall from 2002
to 2005, including the roles and responsibilities of the University administration and pension
fund trustees. Through a process that included conducting background research, writing and
rewriting, and engaging in animated discussion, the committee has produced a document
entitled, Our Story Re Indexation, which follows. We look forward to receiving feedback from
members about their response to this document. In this issue of the Newsletter, we will provide
ADRP members with information on overall percentage losses, and examples of actual lost
income resulting from the shortfall in pension indexation to date.
OUR STORY RE INDEXATION
The Laidlaw Ad Hoc Sub-Committee on Pension Indexation
Automatic Indexing
Sub rule 9(b) of the Dalhousie University Staff Pension Plan provides that if the Retirees Trust
Fund (RTF) earns more than 5.05% annually over a three year period on average, the amount
over 5.05% (called the excess earnings) will normally be used to fund indexing of pensions up to
the amount of the increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The calculations are based on the
fiscal year of the Trust Fund, which ends in June; the actual increase in your pension takes place
the following January. This so-called automatic indexing cannot exceed the CPI. On the other
hand, if the fund earns less than 5.05% per annum over a three-year period, then not only is there
no automatic indexation, but ”earnings arrears” accumulate, which under sub rule 9(e) of the
Plan must be made good before new automatic indexation resumes.
Missed Indexing: The Lost Years
For the Plan year ending in June 2002, the RTF earnings were sufficient for only 0.3%
indexation and we got behind by 0.97%. In 2003, earnings were only a little above zero, well
below the amount needed for any indexation. In the following two years, automatic indexation
was penalized by “earnings arrears,” which were made good in 2005. Some partial indexation
(0.62%) did take place in that year. The cumulative missed indexation for eligible pensioners
over the period 2002 to 2005 has been estimated at 6.8%. It has also been estimated that it
would cost approximately 10 million dollars to pay for these “lost years.”
Example
This situation is illustrated by what happened in January 2005 when no indexing was possible in
spite of the fact that the three year annualized excess return in the RTF for 2004 was

0.794%. Because earnings in 2003 had fallen short of the threshold of 5.05 by 4.976%, this had
to be covered off by the 2004 annualized excess returns (above 5.05%). Since the 2004 returns
only amounted to 0.794%, there was still a cumulative deficiency of 4.182% (4.976-0.794) - so
no indexing for that year.
Automatic indexing was provided in January 2007 at 2.516% and in January 2008 at 2.192%.
Discretionary Indexing: The Use of RTF Surplus
In addition to the automatic indexing provision of sub rule 9 (b), the Dalhousie Staff Pension
Plan also allows the Trustees of the RTF, at their discretion, to provide catch up or missed
indexation by drawing on or using “up to a maximum of one half of a surplus, if any, identified
in the Actuarial Valuation, to make up an insufficiency.” (Sub rule 9 (f), our italics). There has
been no discretionary indexation at Dalhousie since 1996.
The University has taken the overall position supported by a solicited legal opinion in 2003, that
the term “surplus” as used in sub section 9 (f) means an overall surplus rather than an RTF
surplus. This means, according to this interpretation, that there must be a surplus in both the
Retirees Fund and the Pension Fund before the RTF Trustees can exercise their discretion and
use some part of an RFT surplus for indexation purposes. The adoption of the University’s
interpretation, in effect, placed new limits on the RTF Trustees discretion.
The ADRP has been provided with two legal opinions, both of which conclude that the
University’s interpretation of the term surplus in sub rule 9(f) is erroneous and that the term as
used in that section refers only to a surplus in the RTF
The issue was presented by the ADRP, the DFA and the NSGEU to the Superintendent of
Pensions in October 2006, as part of a 35 page submission. In her first response, the
Superintendent agreed with the ADRP interpretation of the term surplus i.e. that it referred to a
surplus in the RTF only. In subsequent correspondence with the President of ADRP, the
Superintendent of Pensions re-iterated her earlier opinion by stating “the reference to surplus in
sub-rule 9 (f) would appear to be a surplus held in the Retirees Trust Fund.” However,
somewhat surprisingly, she concluded that because there was no definition of surplus in the Plan,
the term ‘surplus’ becomes the surplus as defined under the Pension Benefits Act “and that
means consideration of the Plan in its entirety, not piecemeal.” The reasoning leading to this
conclusion is unclear and confusing.

Actuarial Evaluations of Defined Benefit Plans: The Dalhousie Procedure.
Provincial law requires periodic actuarial valuations of the assets and liabilities of all defined
benefit plans to ensure that the various pension benefits guaranteed by the plan can be funded
and are not in jeopardy. In other words, there must be some evidence that there are enough funds
in the Plan to pay pensions as they are required. Because the actuary is required to determine the

financial soundness of a General Pension Plan and not just the soundness of individual funds like
the RTF and the PTF, Dalhousie’s actuary combines the separate assessments of the RTF and the
PTF in order to obtain an overall Dalhousie Pension Plan evaluation. A surplus in one fund can,
therefore, help to offset or neutralize either in whole or in part a possible deficit in the other fund
and allow the Plan as a whole to be in a surplus position and thus financially sound. In recent
years the RTF has had a surplus while the PTF has run a deficit.
Reducing the RTF Surplus: The Effect on University Finances
At this time, the actuarial valuation of June, 2007 is expected to show the RTF with a surplus of
42 million dollars and the PTF with a deficit of nearly the same amount. With the RTF enjoying
such a surplus, a withdrawal of ten million dollars to fund catch-up indexation would still leave a
healthy surplus in the RTF. However, if the PTF were to suffer a larger deficit than it now has
or, if the surplus in the RTF were to decrease significantly, it is possible that the Plan as a whole
could move into a deficit situation. Were this to happen, the University would be required to
contribute more money to the PTF to maintain the necessary and required financial soundness.
This additional contribution would have to come from the operating budget of the University.
In the 2006 Complaint to the Superintendent of Pension, the submission suggested that to make
good the entire 6.8% of the missing indexation would cost nearly $10 million of the RTF
surplus. This would have increased the deficit in the overall pension plan and required an
increase in contributions by the plan sponsor (Dalhousie) of about .64% of the payroll or about
one million dollars annually. Limiting or reducing indexation allows the University to enjoy a
larger operating budget after making required pension contributions.
By limiting the Trustees ability to exercise their discretion to use part of the RTF surplus to fund
catch-up indexation and continuing their practice to use or borrow retirees’ funds to defray PTF
deficits, the University is able to save one million dollars per year. This is a significant
involuntary, de facto contribution to University funds from retirees.
Role and Responsibilities of Trustees
It is worth noting that the trustees of the RTF are selected and appointed by the University. The
University is under no legal obligation to provide for the representation of retirees by selecting
and appointing a member of the ADRP as a trustee of the RTF.
It is also worth noting that the RTF Trustee Agreement which outlines the duties and
responsibilities of the trustees clearly states that “At no time shall any part of the corpus or
income of the Fund be used for or diverted to purposes other than the exclusive benefit of retired
members of the scheme.” (Sub rule 2, our italics)
By limiting the discretion of trustees to use part of the RTF surplus to fund “catch up” indexing
by requiring as a pre condition a surplus in both the RTF and the PTF and, instead, using that
surplus to offset a possible deficit in the PTF, the University appears to be in breach of the RTF
Trustee Agreement.

Although section 14 of the Trust Agreement gives the University the right to amend the Trust
Agreement from time to time, that same section makes clear that no amendment can “authorize
or permit any part of the corpus or the income of the fund (RTF) to be used for or directed to
purposes other than the exclusive benefit of retired members and their replacement...” (our
italics).
It is difficult to see how using all or part of the surplus in the RTF to neutralize a possible deficit
in the pension Plan as a whole and thus forestall the need for further University contributions can
be a “use for a purpose to the exclusive benefit of retirees.”
Ultimately, it is up to the trustees of the RTF to decide whether or not to use part of any surplus
in the RTF to fund a catch-up indexation. However, that discretion should not be limited, as the
University insists, to situations where there is a surplus in both the RTF and the PTF The
language of sub rule 9 (f) read in the context of section 9 does not support such an interpretation
and amounts to an unjustified amendment of sub rule 9 (f).
Addendum to “Our Story”
“Our Story”, as described above, gives all the important background details of the ADRP
struggle in this matter. However, we felt that one or more examples of the impact of the
indexation shortfall would help in producing a real live picture for our members.
This example is based on real figures, but not on a specific person.
Consider the situation of a Dalhousie staff member who retired around 2002, with 35 years
service to the University, and whose salary record shows a best three year average salary of
$34,000. He/she would then be entitled to a pension salary calculated thus:
2% x years of service x average salary – or 70% of $34,000, which results in a pension of
$23,800/year.
For the next five years (up to and including January 2006), she/he would have NO automatic
indexation, the income from the RTF being insufficient to allow for such indexing during those
years.
His/her pension, therefore, continues at $23,800, but the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rises year
by year, and the shortfall from the CPI over this time (conventionally referred to as the cost of
living increase) amounts to 6.8%.
In dollar terms, by 2006 this person’s pension would require an increase of $1,618, or a total of
$25,418 to maintain the purchasing power of his/her pension.
Meanwhile, the RTF Trustees were informed by the University Administration in 2003/04 that
they cannot consider the provision of ANY increase to such person’s pension, to make up the
shortfall, despite the existence of a large surplus in the RTF (3-4 times as much as would be
needed to make up ALL the shortfall of ALL similar Dalhousie pensioners who retired at 2002
or earlier).

By January 2007, the RTF average annual return was now adequate to provide a pension increase
to match the CPI increase of 2.52%, and similarly in January 2008, to provide a CPI-matching
increase of 2.2%.
These two increases in January 2007 and January 2008, would be sufficient to raise his/her
pension from $23,800 to $24,934, but if the RTF surplus had been used to remedy the earlier
6.8% shortfall in 2005, and the CPI increases for 2007 and 2008 similarly applied to it, he/she
would now be receiving $26,629.
In summary, his/her pension in 2008 falls short of keeping up to cost of living increases by
almost $1,700/year.
A similar calculation for another hypothetical retiree with an average pensionable salary of
$46,000, if retiring in 2002, would have an initial pension in 2003 of $32,000. The CPI increases
for 2007 and 2008 would give him/her an increase to $33,528, but if the 6.8% shortfall had been
made up in 2005, he/she would be receiving $35,822. His/her shortfall in the buying power of
his/her pension is thus $2,294.
Similar calculations can be made, using higher or lower average salaries, fewer years of eligible
service, or smaller amounts of known pension.
Next Steps
We hope that you found the information in ‘Our Story’ and following examples to be useful and
informative. Your Board is most anxious to hear your comments and your reaction to ‘Our
Story’. Unless your Board has a clear picture of your concerns, and knowledge of your reaction
to these matters, we cannot fairly represent you and your concerns and interests to the broader
University community, and to the University Administration.
At the ADRP General Meeting in December 2007, several members indicated that they would
remove bequests to Dalhousie University from their Wills, and others stated they would cease or
hold their charitable donations to Dalhousie.
The discussion led to a motion (which you will find quoted in my President’s Report in the April
2008 Newsletter) which requested Dalhousie Retirees and Pensioners to consider eliminating or
reducing their donations and bequests to Dalhousie. This motion was passed at that meeting
without dissent.
We know that some of our members have followed through on this recommendation, but we do
not know how many did so.
NOW, HERE IS YOUR QUESTIONAIRE !
Please consider the questions below very carefully, then call the ADRP Office at 494-7174 and leave a message
with your 6 yes/no answers. No need to give your name or any other details. We really need to know your views. If
you prefer, your answers can be sent by mail to the ADRP Office, Room 2831, Life Sciences Centre, Dalhousie
University, Halifax, NS B3H 4J1.

1. Do you receive a Pension from Dalhousie University?

YES or NO

2. Did you eliminate, reduce or hold back any planned Donations or Bequests to Dalhousie as
a result of the December 2007 ADRP motion?
YES or NO
3. Did you consider possible action as in question 2, but did not do so?

YES or NO

4. Did you write to any person in the University Administration to voice your concern/disagreement with their
action to effectively block any remediation of the Pension indexation? YES or NO
5. Now that you have read the ’Our Story' information and examples, would you consider elimination, reduction or
holdback of planned donations, and/or bequests to Dalhousie?
YES or NO

6. Would you now consider writing to the University Administration, as described in question
4?
YES or NO
ADRP Benefits Committee September Report – John Barry
The current Benefits Committee first convened in June of this year. It is composed of four
members - three newbies and a veteran plus the ADRP President. Shirley Dean has been on
previous Benefits Committees and has now been joined by Sheila Johnson, Ken Easterbrook and
John Barry (current Chair). As well, we have the benefit of Philip Welch's attendance at our
meetings.
In the course of three monthly meetings over the summer, the Committee has finished off taking
a look at health and travel insurance for retirees that's available to the public. This has meant
looking over the details of coverage and premiums for such as Manulife's FlexCare and CARP's
offerings amongst a number of insurers.
We have come to the conclusion that our best bet is to attempt to improve the rather minimal
coverage that our Blue Cross coverage offers. These improvements would be in the area of
provision of drug benefits and travel insurance coverage. The other important change we're
striving for is an improved premium schedule because comparison with others, such as
University of New Brunswick Retirees Association (UNBREA) and their coverage with the same
Blue Cross Medavie organization that we at Dalhousie deal with, shows a far more advantageous
picture with regard to coverage and premiums than we receive. We are at a roadblock as the
University Administration had been resolute in its failure to respond whatsoever to our ADRP
President's entreaties to various vice-presidents and committee heads up to the level of the Board
of Governors.
The Benefits Committee is getting primed for activity in the Fall in which we will be seeking to
gain respect and fairness from the Administration which is sadly lacking at the moment. If you
think you would like to join our particular effort to help out our cause I would welcome hearing
from you. E-mail to john.barry@dal.ca
That is it for this edition. We hope you enjoyed what seemed like a very abbreviated summer
and look forward to a beautiful fall.

Emerson Moffitt, Editor
Jan Scott, Associate Editor
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You can reach us in the following manner: Editor – Dr. Emerson Moffitt, 902-429-0385; Jan Scott at
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